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18-12-2020

Misc. Crl. (bail) Case No. 436/2020

seen the petition filed Uis.43B of cr.P.c. seeking pre-arrest

bail by accused/petitioners Sri Hridoy Kamal Hazarika, Sri Parikhit Patgiri and

Sri Prakash Keot apprehending arrest in connection with Tezpur P.S. case

no. 2287120 (corrdsponding G.R. Case No. 3708120) U/s

148 I 326 l32s I 38s I 39s I 427 of IPC.

Case diary, as called for, has been received and perused the

same. Also heard ld. Counsel for both the sides. It appears that the

aforesaid accused has been in judicial custody since 04.11.20.

The brief fact of the case is that one Md. Abrej Alam is the

owner-cum-driver of a truck bearing registration No.AS0UDD-1005. He used

to load Ultra Tech cement from Dekargaon Railway Station to the store of

the company. On 30-11-20 said Abrej Alam along with his younger brother

Md. Samrej had gone to Dekargaon Railway Station to load ultra tech

cement in the said truck. After the truck was fully loaded the accused

persons and their associates refused to issue the road challan to Abrej Alam

and they demanded Rs.1,000/- for issuing the road challan which was

refused to be paid by Abrej Alam. Following this incident an altercation arose

between both the parties and then the accused/petitioners along with others

being armed with dao, iron rod and other deadly weapons attacked Abrej

Alam and his brother causing serious injuries on their person. The

accused/petitioners also looted a cash amount of Rs.60,000/- from the

truck. The injured persons had to run away from the place to save their

lives. Damage was also caused to the said truck by the accused persons.

On perusal of the materials available in the case diary it

appears that the investigating officer has seized the said truck during

investigation of this case which was in damage condition. Moreover,

statement of some of the witnesses including the alleged injured persons

were also recorded which are clearly incriminatory in nature. Investigation is
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still in progress and some of the co-accused persons are yet to be arrested

by the investigating officer.

In the light of the aforesaid materials available in the

case diary I am clearly of the view that grant of pre-arrest bail to the

accused/petitioners at,this stage would adversely affect the smooth flow of

the investigation of this case. I am furLher of the opinion that release of the

present accused/petitioners would be prejudicial to the investigation of this

case.

Consequently, in the light of the available materials in

the case diary, the prayer for pre-arrest bail for the aforesaid accused/

petitioners stands rejected.

Let the case diary be sent back.

Misc. case stands accordingly disposed of.
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